
Wishing you all a very wonderful Memorial Day weekend as we inch closer towards summer’s
official kickoff! As I juggle obligations among clients and summer plans, I continue to find new
ways to be efficient and productive without burning out.
 
As the weather gets nicer and vacations are (finally!) on the horizon, I think we could all use that
careful reminder to not sacrifice on quality while still taking care of yourself.

Happy to announce I am collaborating with the new startup Primary BioAg Innovations
and Global BioAg Linkages as the Business Development Partner for the Midwest and
East Coast Regions. I will be using my communication skills to help them expand their
business with farmers and retailers much in the same way I built the Herdbook Ag Media.
 
Click here to learn more about what we do!
 
I have also expanded my horizons working as Director of Public Relations for ClicRweight
– a company revolutionizing the cattle, hog and gator industries with their scaleless
weighing system. (Yes, you read that right and yes, it works.)
 
If you’d like more information on the company, a story lead or interviews, please contact
me at my company email.

https://the-herdbook.bmetrack.com/c/l?u=C45F2E2&e=124F374&c=13C577&t=1&l=56941555&email=W9KQELS1R5H0AbdqnTXd0VB0+1yxrDjpfMGPOVnZMlE=&seq=1
https://the-herdbook.bmetrack.com/c/l?u=C45F2E3&e=124F374&c=13C577&t=1&l=56941555&email=W9KQELS1R5H0AbdqnTXd0VB0+1yxrDjpfMGPOVnZMlE=&seq=1
mailto:jk@crweight.com


Don’t forget I am still offering spring referal
discounts to all my clients through the rest
of this month!
 
A special thank you to Twin Rivers Media
for referring me to ClicRweight this month
and scoring some savings!
 
Want to be next? It's simple - refer a new
client and get  20% OFF  your next invoice
with me!
 
Want to make it even easier?



 
Refer a friend to subscribe to this
newsletter and take  10% OFF your next
invoice!

Tip 1 - A little appreciation goes a long way
I couldn’t help but notice this month the surge of John Deere interns sharing their
enthusiasm and gratitude across LinkedIn. Not only did the company encourage them to
share, they put their money where their mouth is and gave them all welcome packages
filled with all kinds of goodies.
 
That, I think, is just awesome. In addition to making for some happy interns, it also helps
build that brand and speak to company values. And don’t think this just applies to interns,
it should extend to employees, contractors, volunteers – you name it!
 
Tip 2 - Take a vacation
I can’t mention the start of summer without mentioning a staple – vacation! As a
freelancer, I get the pressures and pain (and anxiety!) that comes with taking time off.
However, it’s so important for your own mental, physical and emotional health – along with
your productivity according to research.
 
As things reopen post-COVID, this is also a prime time to help small and local businesses,
especially those who rely heavily on the hospitality and tourism industries.
 
Tip 3 - Stay informed
I get it, politics and government stuff are boring and stressful. However, paying mind to
what’s happening when it comes to policies and issues that impact your business are
crucial. Agriculture is notorious for having strong opinions, but often we don’t act on them
until it’s already impacted us.
 
Find reliable news sources relevant to your sector and stay in touch via social media, e-
newsletters, whatever it takes.
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The Influence of The

Instagram Farmer &

Gardener in Retail

Featured in ASD Online
(for Macala Wright
Consulting)
"Interest in farming,
survival, outdoor sports
and gardening were on
the rise before the
pandemic hit. Overnight,
becoming more self
reliant and living in rural
areas became some of
the fastest growing
trends across the
country. So we decided
to take a look at what the
consumer spending
power of newly found
homesteaders, hobbyists
and “Instagram farmers
and gardeners” have for
retail."
 

California startuip

turns methane into

biodegradable plastic

Featured in The Daily
Churn
"Mango Materials‘
founders say they can
capture the potent but
short-lasting greenhouse
gas from manure,
creamery waste or from
organic residuals to
create durable products
that are biodegradable
and compostable.
“(We are) excited to be
part of the revolution to
change the plastics
industry,” Molly Morse,
CEO and one of the
company’s three co-
founders tells the Daily
Churn.
She sees their products
as an alternative to
conventional plastics that
the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA)
says require 100 to 400
years to break down in
landfills."

Generation Z is the

next driving force in

food and ag 

Featured on AGDAILY
"
It happens all the time,
we see different
generations collide as
another comes of age to
take the societal reins
from the last. But things
are quite a bit different
this time around.
Society and agriculture
are accelerating at
speeds never before
seen — thanks in no
small part to technology
and a growing general
population. This means
that the trans-
generational shift is
hitting especially hard,
with impacts that will
forever alter the way we
consume and produce
food."
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